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AUGMENTED REALITY FOR THE 
SMART RAILWAY WORKSHOP

This is how augmented reality 
could support maintenance 
staff
Mobile applications have become indis-
pensable in maintenance, because they 
make the maintenance of complex sys-
tems such as a rail vehicle much easier.
ZEDAS GmbH is working with partners 
on a research project to develop an 
augmented reality (AR) application for 
the data glasses and tablet specifical-
ly for the railway workshop in order to 
better guide maintenance staff in the 
workshop through the maintenance 
process.

With the AR application, it is possible to 
relate a wagon in the workshop and an 
order from the maintenance manage-
ment system in three dimensions. This 
means that the corresponding work 
area on the wagon is displayed for the 
maintenance task, arrows show the 
correct position of the next component 
to be worked on and drawings, docu-
ments, photos and videos are displayed 
in context. 

Safety first
There are high safety standards in the 
railway sector. Through guided main-
tenance, the digital assistance system 
guarantees that the workshop employee 
is specifically informed about safety-re-
levant components. Only when he has 
read the instructions for the work step 
is the next work step enabled. In addi-
tion, the instructions can be updated 
easily and centrally - the workshop em-
ployee is always up to date. 

High process reliability
Stored work steps give the mainte-
nance staff exactly the sequence and 
the positions in which they have to 

carry out the work steps. The AR ap-
plication also displays the installation 
positions, measured values, limit values 
or circuit diagrams of the components 
to be processed. In this way, augmented 
reality helps to increase the reliability 
of service and maintenance processes 
and reduce the risk of errors.

Immediate ECM-compliant  
documentation 
Which orders have been processed? 
Which ones were started? Which opera-
ting resources were used and which in-
house materials were consumed. Work 
steps, measured values or similar are 
documented by the workshop employee 
simply by voice command or tablet in 
parallel during maintenance. Simple, 
digital and ECM-compliant documenta-
tion.

Tool especially for the railway 
workshop
Important: the assistance system is 
specially designed for employees in the 
railway workshop. An intuitive, simple 
user interface with few buttons and 
short instructions is essential for ac-
ceptance in the company. 

CONCLUSION
The aim of the zedas® AR applications 
is to improve the quality of work and 
also safety with the help of AR techno-
logy. Depending on the situation, infor-
mation is displayed to the user where it 
is needed: Directly in the field of vision 
and on the object in question.

Rail vehicles and railway infrastructure 
should always be available - because every 
standstill costs money. In addition, there 
are high requirements for ECM-compliant 
documentation in maintenance. In rail 
logistics, the focus is on profitable freight 
transport and an efficiently organised 
„last mile“.

ZEDAS offers field-tested solutions for 
the challenges of railway and transport 
companies. Even in its standard version, the 
software for technical asset management 
and logistics management digitally maps 
all relevant railway processes. The four 
specialised software products can be 
used independently and are ready for use 
comparatively quickly. The use of several 
products also offers unique synergy effects.

Maintenance of vehicles 
and infrastructure

All maintenance activities can be organised, 
planned, tracked and documented in 
zedas®asset. The appropriate maintenance 
strategy for each object - whether 
corrective, preventive/condition-based or 

predictive - can be mapped in the system. 
The solution for efficient fleet management 
of light rail verhicles and standard-gauge 
railways digitalises and simplifies the 
processes in the workshop. zedas®asset 
for railway infrastructure supports 
infrastructure operators in ensuring the 
reliability and safety of their assets. The 
graphical visualisation of linear asset 
networks provides the full overview.

Highlights in zedas®asset

• Condition monitoring and digital life 
cycle file

• Detect weak points and forecast plant 
condition

• Integrated, forward-looking resource 
management and planning

• ECM-compliant documentation
• Integration of all measurement data
• Apps for mobile maintenance on the 

train or on the track
• Key figures for well-founded decisions 

and investment planning

Continuous processes in rail 
logistics

zedas®cargo for mainline traffic in rail 
freight transport enables international rail 
transport undertakings to plan, monitor 
and bill international transports efficiently 
and transparently. With zedas®cargo for 
shunting traffic, connecting, factory and 
port railways easily handle daily processes 
such as dispatching, train arrivals and 
departures and shunting itself.

Highlights in zedas®cargo

• Integrated resource and order 
management

• Customer portal for seamless 
collaboration (with ETA)

• Transparent, complete documentation 
and billing

• Standard interfaces (TAF TSI)
• Digital processing of all wagon and 

load data
• Modern apps, e.g. for wagon 

management and train control
• Comprehensive Management 

information
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